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Secure your API access with 
adaptive & fine grained control

API adoption is increasing rapidly in fast paced organizations, to support their core business expansion strategy.  
That presents several challenges:

The Challenge

PlainID simplifies AuthZ to one point of decision, one point of control and one point of view.
The Solution: A fresh approach to Authorization

• Externalized Business policy
Bake out the business policy from your 
code and reduce your development efforts 
with an externalized AuthZ layer. Enable 
your business owner to be involved in the 
business decision.

• Controlled  access
Control access to APIs based on 
Roles, attributes and context. Design 
entitlement policies for applications 
across the enterprise using OAuth 
Scopes and XACML resources.

• In-depth Analytics & Insights  
PlainID provides unobstructed 
visibility with a full audit trail. 
Compliance, regulation and audit 
requirements - they’re easy to 
manage on a simple graph-based UI.

• Fine-Grained Authorization 
PlainID amplifies Attribute-based Access 
Control (ABAC) by providing a flexible 
policy, that enables attribute based 
decisions all the way from the user to the 
resource/action, based on patterns or 
resource attributes.

PlainID is the go-to Authorization solution, we secure digital 
assets with one authorization layer that accommodates cloud, 
mobile and legacy applications. PlainID sorts the AuthZ mess 
using contextual, dynamic based business policy. Companies that 
use PlainID benefit from a simplified AuthZ platform and meet the 
demands of growth without worry. This truly is a fresh approach.

• Secure hybrid perimeter 
PlainID provides one layer that fits 
all, your on-premise APIs as well as 
those you publish in the cloud. Same 
policy can be reused with multiple 
API gateways, with unified control & 
auditing view.  

• Out of the box API gateway 
integration

PlainID supports leading API gateway 
vendors, on premise as well as cloud 
based solutions.

• Audit & Compliance readiness – Do you have a visible 
access policy? How easily can you see who can access 
your APIs?   

• Cross platform support – your APIs can be scattered, 
some on premise, some in the cloud. You might even 
have several API gateways. Can you control and monitor 
all in one place?

• Access control – Do you have a manageable access 
policy? How many code parts do you maintain, to 
control that access? How scalable is your access 
control with the increasing numbers of APIs? 

• IAM compatibility – Are your APIs part of you IAM 
strategy? Can you base access decisions on IAM 
managed data?


